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Autobiographical Sketch 1 

 I am the Founding Principal of Partners for Economic Solutions (PES).  Partners 2 

for Economic Solutions is a full-service urban economics consulting firm dedicated to 3 

fostering sustainable economic vitality and growth in America’s neighborhoods, cities and 4 

regions.  I have more than 40 years of economic and development consulting experience 5 

and received a Master of Public Policy from the University of Michigan in 1977.  I have 6 

extensive experience in economic impact analysis.  I have assisted and represented a 7 

number of development agencies with major public/private partnerships, including the 8 

District of Columbia Deputy Mayor for Planning and Economic Development, the 9 

Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation, the Atlanta Development Authority, the 10 

Maryland Department of Transportation, the Fort Monroe Federal Area Development 11 

Authority, the Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority, the Orlando Community 12 

Redevelopment Agency, the Armed Forces Retirement Home – Washington, and the City 13 

of Dallas.  My redevelopment experience encompasses large and small business districts, 14 

corridors and neighborhoods, and my expertise in housing policy, markets and plans has 15 

included detailed financial modeling and strategizing to address housing affordability and 16 

community development challenges. 17 

 I am a member of the Urban Land Institute, the American Planning Association and 18 

Lambda Alpha International. 19 

 20 

 21 
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Introduction 1 

Partners for Economic Solutions undertook an analysis of the delivery service 2 

standards proposed by the U.S. Postal Service in Docket Number N2021-1 regarding 3 

revising service standards for First-Class Mail and Periodicals.  The analysis reviews the 4 

service standard downgrades for First-Class Mail, i.e., the reduction of the applicability of 5 

the current two-day and three-day standards to First-Class Mail and the increase in the 6 

service standards to four-day and five-day for other First-Class Mail, by geographic extent 7 

and by the impact on First-Class Mail volume. 8 

 9 

Geographic Extent of Service Standard Downgrades  10 

Using a database of pairs of three-digit ZIP codes that match origins and 11 

destinations,1 PES calculated the percentage of three-digit ZIP code area origins for which 12 

the mail service delivery standard is proposed to be downgraded by one or two days for 13 

each three-digit ZIP code destination area.  Every state will experience some service 14 

standard downgrade to the First-Class Mail delivered within their borders, with the overall 15 

range of ZIP code origins impacted by the First-Class Mail service downgrades being 16 

between 34 to 96 percent.  There is no state in which mail from less than 34 percent of 17 

their ZIP code origins will be affected by the proposed slower First-Class Mail service 18 

standards.   19 

As shown in the map in Exhibit A, the areas most affected by mail service standard 20 

downgrades are concentrated on the West Coast – California, Oregon, Washington and 21 

 
1  Source:  USPS-LR-N2021-1/3 - Model Results (Witness: Hagenstein), file 
3_Zip3_OD_Pairs.xlsx. 
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large portions of Nevada, Idaho and Montana – where mail from at least 86 percent of 1 

three-digit ZIP code areas to ZIP code areas in those states would be subject to the new 2 

longer service standards and potentially slower First-Class Mail delivery.  Similar levels of 3 

longer service standards and their associated delays would also affect west central Texas 4 

and the Miami area.  5 

Most of the Mountain, Southwest and Northern Plains states would see potential 6 

mail delays from longer service standards from 71 to 85 percent of origin ZIPs.  Service 7 

to South and Central Florida, Maine, eastern New York, much of Vermont and northwest 8 

Wisconsin would be subject to longer service standards in a similar proportion and 9 

potentially suffer delays as a result.    10 

 11 

Two-Day Downgrades 12 

As a variation on the geographic extent measure, PES looked at the most-impacted 13 

destinations where proposed service standards would add a two-day service delay to the 14 

current First-Class Mail delivery standards.  Shown on the map in Exhibit B, two-day 15 

increases in service standards cover up to 73 percent of origin ZIP code areas.  16 

Destination ZIP codes with the highest share of impacted service are focused in 17 

northwestern California, most of Oregon, and western Washington with delivery standards 18 

extended by two days impacting mail from 61 to 73 percent of origin ZIP code areas.  The 19 

balance of California, Oregon, Washington and western portions of Idaho, Montana and 20 

Nevada would see mail in 41 to 60 percent of ZIP code areas in those states delayed by 21 

two days. 22 

 23 
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Impacts on First-Class Mail Volume 1 

Given the differential in the amount of mail being generated from the various three-2 

digit ZIP code areas, the following analysis focuses on the impacts on the volume of First-3 

Class Mail delivered to each ZIP code area.  Shown on the map in Exhibit C, ZIP code 4 

areas are proposed by the Postal Service to have longer delivery service standards from 5 

11 to 76 percent of origin ZIP code areas.  The most impacted areas are expected, under 6 

the Postal Service’s proposal, to see service standard downgrades affecting 61 to 76 7 

percent of their First-Class Mail.  These impacted areas include central Washington, 8 

southern Oregon, central and northwestern California, most of Nevada, northwestern 9 

Arizona, western Montana, northwestern Wyoming, central and southern Texas, central 10 

and southern Florida, and portions of downstate New York.  Delays from service standard 11 

changes are expected to affect more than 40 percent of First-Class Mail volume in most 12 

of the West Coast, Mountain, Southwest and Northern Plains states, much of New 13 

England and portions of 14 additional states. 14 

As shown in Exhibit D, two-day delays in the volume of First-Class Mail delivered 15 

would be experienced in most of Oregon, western Washington and northwestern 16 

California, ranging from 31 to 41 percent of First-Class Mail affected in those areas.  Two-17 

day delays in most of the West Coast, much of Nevada and northern Idaho would affect 18 

21 to 30 percent of First-Class Mail volume in those areas. 19 

 20 

Impacts on In-State Mail Delivery Standards 21 

 PES examined the potential effect of the proposed postal delivery service 22 

standards on election mail.  To explore the potential state-level impacts if, as the Postal 23 
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Service assumes, that most election mail is mailed and delivered from within the state, 1 

PES isolated the three-digit ZIP code pairs contained within each state and calculated the 2 

percentage of those ZIPs with proposed downgrades in service.  Table 1 in Exhibit E 3 

summarizes the percent of in-state ZIP code pairs with proposed service downgrades. 4 

 While in-state service standards in 12 states and the District of Columbia are not 5 

proposed to be changed, 36 states had proposed downgrades that could slow the delivery 6 

of First-Class Mail, including election mail, in nine to 51 percent of their ZIP code pairs.  7 

Across the Continental U.S., 28 percent of all in-state pairs have service standards that 8 

are proposed to be downgraded which would allow for slower delivery of First-Class Mail, 9 

including election mail. 10 

 11 

Demographics of Hardest-Hit Zip Code Areas 12 

 PES identified a series of the three-digit ZIP codes that we found would be the most 13 

highly impacted by the proposed service standard downgrades, as measured by the 14 

percent of First-Class Mail delayed.2  Table 2 in Exhibit F summarizes key demographic 15 

factors for these particularly impacted areas.  These demographic factors include: 16 

• percent of households with a member aged 65 or over in 2019; 17 

• percent of the population that was non-White in 2019;  18 

• percent of households with incomes below the poverty line in 2019;  19 

• percent of households with no access to the Internet in 2019;  20 

 
2 Some of the impacted ZIP code areas were IRS processing centers and other areas not associated with 
a specific geography.  They were not included in this analysis. 
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• percent of households with no access to a vehicle in 2019; and  1 

• percent of the population living in urban areas in 2010. 2 

 3 

 Many of the impacted ZIP code areas that show the most significant impact among 4 

these demographic factors are in California, Texas and Florida.  The characteristics of 5 

the impacted areas vary widely among the affected states, but most of the ZIP code 6 

areas that will experience the most significant impact from the service standard 7 

changes have more than a quarter of their households with individuals 65 years of age 8 

and older and between ten and 30 percent of their population being a minority 9 

population.  10 
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Exhibit B 
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Exhibit C 
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Exhibit D 
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